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As it is "well known, any blade or cascade design can make use of an 
appropriately selected singularity carrier curve which is not entirely within 
the blade profile [1]. Such a curve - the so-called singularity carrier auxiliary 
curve - cannot be considered as physically feasible since the usual, physically 
feasible singularity carrier curve sections are entirely within the profile 
[2], [3], [4]. Employment of the singularity carrier auxiliary curve, similarly 

to that of the physically feasible one, is absolutely correct, thus it differs 
theoretically from the methods [5, 6] where the physically feasible curve is 
approximated by a simpler curve in order to simplify calculations. 

Adaptation of the singularity carrier auxiliary curve for the design and 
dimensioning of a straight plane cascade is found in reference [7]. The con
tents of this paper will be considered here as known and, therefore, used for 
the design of narrov..- radial flow impeller or guide wheel bladings. 

Since narrow radial flow impellers are being dealt with, considerations 
are restricted to the determination of the sections of blades on an axisym
metric stream surface. 

The ideas concerning impellers may be applied to steady guide wheels 
by substituting (J) = O. The thickness of the thin blades may be prescribed 
and there is a relatively simple possibility existing for the determination of 
the distribution of sources required for their production. 

The existence theorems discussed in detail by reference [1] make a more 
general study of the problem possible. However, the general solution will 
be discussed in a subsequent paper. 

Symhols 

T, 'P cylindrical coordinates in the impeller 
:; impeller blade number 
c absolute velocity in the impeller 
Q flow through the impeller 
H impeller delivery head 
171z = hydraulic efficiency of the impelIer 
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impeller width 
angular velocity of the impeIIer 
co-ordinates in plane ~ 
straight cascade pitch 
absolute velocity in plane ~ 
components of cC 
the image of peripheral velocity u in plane " 
blade circulation 
the circulation of prerotation 
1/2 t 
rp/zt 
distributions along the chord 
dimensiouless function used for the production of ,IX and qx 
distributions along curve S 
components of the image in plane ~ of the relative velocity "in direction 
x and y 
coordinates parallel and normal to chord 
velocity induced by blades 
thickness of blades 
coordinate of curve S 

Fundamental relations 

The blade profiles will be determined on a surface of revolution charac
terized by a middle position (A-A in Fig. 1). 

~~~----~+----J 

Fig. 1 

The surface of revolution will be mapped out in the usual manner [4,5] 
by means of the functions providing a conformal representation 

and 

zt 
n=-cp 

2n 

~- zt S 
2n 

T, 

dm 

r 

(l/a) 

(l/b) 
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Here z represents the number of blades, and t a length optionally selected. 
After mapping out the family of blade sections will appear "\v-ithin the ~,1] 

coordinate system, in plane C, as an infinite straight plane cascade of t pitch. 
Between the absolute velocity c in the impeller and velocity in the straight 
cascade c: the well-known 

relation will exist [4]. 

zt c=--Cg 
2nr 

(2) 

The flow in plane C is produced in the well-known manner, that is, as the 
sum of a basic flow and the induced flow generated by the blades but using, 
for the determination of the latter, a singularity carrier auxiliary curve [7]. 
Since the width of the impeller b(r) is not required to remain constant, 

8 
VC.= -cc-Inb 

t. , 8~ 

·which means that there is a continuous distribution of sources [4]. 

(3) 

Satisfysing Equations (3) with the integral averages taken only in the 
direction of coordinate 1], the ;-direction component of the basic flow , .. -ith 
sources would be represented [3, 8] by 

r r 1 

Cgg=!L+r[~ r bqtd~*- J' qtdg*+~ r qtd~*]~!L (4) 
bzt t b J 2 .J bzt 

o 0 0 

If the circulation of the vortex preceding the impeIler is rp, then the 
1)-direction component of the basic flow will be 

(5) 
where 

Cpry = rp/zt, Ck,} = rj2t, and r = 2 ;-z: gHJ1]h Z w. 

In order to produce the flow induced by blades, the chord of the physi
cally feasible S singularity carrier curve, as a singularity carrier auxiliary 
curve, will be made use of: distributions ys(s) and qs(s) pertaining to curve S 
will be substituted by distributions Yx(x) and qx(x) located on the chord. On 
the other hand, by using the symbols of Fig. 2, distributions Yx(x) and qx(x 
are traced back through expressions 

Y.'. (~*) = r y'i' (~*) 
., I: '(I I 0 {J ; 

"2 I ,tan- 0 

(6/a) 

and 

(~*) = r 'i: (~*) qx I: VI ..L 2{J q; . 
"2 I tan 0 

(6jb) 

to the dimensionless functions y';( ;*) and q';( ;*). 

1* 
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The velocity normal to curve S is everywhere qs/2, whereas that normal 
to the chord will be indicated by 

w - V I qx 
y- y-r 2 (7/a) 

}",;L 
1 !z 
}=}z f 

5 

Fig. 2 

and that parallel to the chord by 

(7;h) 

"\',-ith the remark, however, that the top sign applies to the side of the chord 
lnarked "f", and the bottom one to that marked "a". 

Considering the straight cascade pattern of the steady absolute flow 
within the impeller as having velocity potential, the relative flow pattern 

(Fig. 1) is: 

8wy 8wx _ " • ~ r 2r:iT,]2 _ Q 
------LW SlnU -- - ~ 

8x 8y zt 

or, with respect to the source character of the flow, 

8wx I 8wy _ 8 1 b-D 
--T----c~- n - . 
8x 8y 8; 

(8/a) 

(8/b) 
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As is well known, the condition of an enclosed profile is 

s, J bqsds = 0 (9) 
o 

which is associated, III a straight cascade, with the condition: 

Xz .I b qx dx = O. (10) 
o 

Determination of the singularity carrier chord 

In connection -with the singularity carrier chord, the existence theOrt~ms 
well known from references in the literature [1, 7] must be satisfied. Functions 
)'x(.'t) and qx(x) must be analytical over the open interval 1(0 < x < x2) -

which applies a specification to functions yt( ~*) and qt( ~*) as well, and curve S 
must be within the circle drawn over the chord as a diameter. The satisfaction 
of these conditions does not cause any difficulties. 

The terminals of curve S and its chord coincide which means that, by 
taking Equation (10) into consideration, 

x, J bVydx = O. (11) 
o 

With the influence functions known from references [4] introduced, 
the ~ and 'fj components [7] of the velocity induced by the blades - apart 
from local velocity difference on the chord - is given by integrals 

1 

cu(~*)= ~ Jr)'~'(~*')W ~~e , 17~i7') + 
o 

(12/a) 

and 
I 

CLJj(~*) ~ J[YF(~*')l[J(~~;', i7~'fj')_ 
o 

(1 2/b ) 

where the Cauchy's principal value should be calculated. 

------------- --- ----------- ---_._- .------_.--_ .. _-._-_.-_ ... - "------- .. -.--
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Furthermore, , ... '1th the ll'7 = II 2 l' :rJzt image of the peripheral velocity 
II is also introduced [4], 

and 

Vx == (13/h) 

Now allow the principal dimensions optionally selected, w'1thin certain 
limitations, in course of blading design to changc. Starting from this idea, 
let us introduce equation 

b(r) = %b o (1') (14) 

for the b(r) width distribution, where bo(r) represents the distribution when 
the principal dimensions ,,"ere previously calculated. The factor % in Equation 
(14) may be determined by condition (11), on the basis of Equation (13), 
by the following formula: 

%- (15) 
zt 

Thus with a line of Po angle taken and velocity components CL; and 
CLf] determined by making use of Equations (12) then calculating factor % 

from Equation (15), the straight section will actually represent the chord of 
curve S, if distribution b(r) as given by (14.) is employed. The possible Po 
values include a version where % = 1 and, therefore, no principal dimension 
modification is required. According to experiences of numerical calculations, 
this value is well approximated by the chord angle pertaining to the blading 
of infinite number of blades which means that in the case of its application 
% will approximate unit and, consequently, principal dimension modification 
according to (14) would cause no difficulties, whatsoever. Accordingly, 

P 
rJ~", 

tan 0= ---

~2 
(16) 

where [4] 

;*' 

r j~ * (t*/I)d*/ll d*' - Y$ S" $ (;. 
t . o . 

(17) 
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Calculating tan Po by means of Equations (17) and (16) the value of ~ 
will be given by (15). Making use of this method, distribution b(r) can be cal
culated by means of Equation (14) and, thereby, the chord of the unkno"v;"ll 
curve S, that is, the singularity carrier auxiliary curve is obtained. 

Determination of the physically feasible singularity carrier curve 

For the determination of curve S, the idea described in connection ·with 
slightly cambered cascades will be followed [7]. Accordingly, the continuity 
equation will be determined for curve 11 (Fig. 3) ·with the analytical con
tinuation of the fIo-w pattern through the chord up to curve S, then for curve I 
by extending the analytical continuation through curve S to the chord. 

Using the symbols of Fig. 3 the following expression applies to curve II 

x S }Is J b(x) (- Vy - ;x) dx + J b(s) ;5 ds r-..,' - b(x, 0) J Wxj(x,y)dy (18) 

o 0 0 

at the right hand side of which, with respect to the slight camber, the approxi
mation b(x, y) "-" b(x, 0) was made use of. 

Similarly, the following relation can be written for curve I: 

x J b(x) (-Vy + ;x) dx-

o 

s ~ J b(s) ;5 dS~J - b(x, 0) J wx,a (x,y) dy. (19) 

By producing the velocities III Taylor's expansion at the right hand side of 
Equations (18) and (19), integration can be followed out until I Ys I will be 
smaller than the shorter one of the pertaining lengths I x I and I x - X z I 
respectively, that is, until curve S is within the square drawn over the chord 
as its diagonal. This condition must be specified in order to ensure the con
vergence of the Taylor's series since the velocity distribution function exhibits 
singularity at the points x = 0 and x = x2' respectively. According to the 
experiences in gathered numerical calculations, this condition is satisfied in 
practice. Expansion is performed at the right hand side of Equations (18) 
and (19) then, following integration, the y derivatives are expressed by de
rivativcs according to x using Equations (8) and, finally, Equations (7) are 
substituted. By adding up and then subtracting the two equations thus obtained 
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will give two further equations: 

and 

x 

X Vv x X t:x X ) 5 X - x) •• (x) Ys (x) T _1_ J' b() ()d - - , (-) • (. ) - .!. [8Vy 
(. - 0 J 2 I 

b(x)' 2 8x 
o 

+ 1 [8
2

Vx (x) _ ~ DI(x) + Da(x) + .8Q (x) lY~(X) + , .. = 0 
6 8x2 8x 2 8y 

7] t y 

~~------------------J 
Vy 

JI 

Fig. 3 

x s(x) 
1 ~ 1 J -. J b(x) qx (x) ax =- b(s) qs (s) ds - Yx (x}ys (x) + 

b(x) . b(x) 
o 0 

.L 8qx ( ) y~(xt.L 
I X 1"-

8x 2! 

(20) 

(21) 

Function Ys(x) adapts to points x of the chord the s-parameter points of 
curve S, that is, those pertaining to arc length s measured from the point of 
origin. Now let us introduce symbol 

(xl 

F(x)=_l_J b(s)qs(s)ds. 
b(x) 

o 

In this case, Equation (21) will assume the following form: 

x 

-- b(x) qx (x) dx = F(x) - r'x (x»)'s (x) +? qx (x) y~ (x)+ . .. 1 J' 1 8 
b(x) :... 8x 

o 

(22) 

(23) 

According to experience in numerical calculations series (20) and (23) rapidly 
converge and, therefore, good approximation can be achieved by interrupting 
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these series after the members indicated. Satisfactory approximation may be 
achieved in many cases even with only the first two members of Equation (20) 
and only the first member of the right hand side of Equation (23) being taken 
into consideration. In this case distribution qx pertaining to the given F(x) 
can be determined by making use of Equation (23), and the points of curve S 
are given by the product of those minimum absolute value roots of Equations 
(20) for which, in case of any 0 < x < x~, the chord is: 

lim [Ys (x + s) - Ys (x - s)] = O. 
£-0 

Thus, for example, in case of a third degree approximation, 

represents a necessary condition where Yk is the minor absolute value real 
root of the following quadratic equation: 

1 [a2 v,,- (x) _ ~ Df(x) + Da (x) 
2 ax2 ax 2 

- x YTc(X)-aQ ( )] 0 

ay 

-l av),- (x) - 0 (.v) ] '" (X") -" (x) - 0 ax -- -< -' k LX- - • 

If Equation (24) has no real root, y 5 is not restricted. 
This approximation, that is, taking only the first member of the right 

hand side of Equation (23) when calculating qx(x), represents the classical 
employment of the chord as a singularity carrier [5,6]. 

If a better approximation of function qx(x) is required, more members 
of the right hand side of Equation (23) must be taken into consideration. Since 
these also depend on Ys, solution is by iteration. In this connection, the 
(j + 1) approximation of Ys is obtained from its j approximation in such a 
manner where, with the j approximation known, the (j + 1) approximation 
of distribution qx(x) is obtained as the solution of Equation (23), and this is 
used to calculate the (j + 1) approximation ofthe induced velocities by making 
use of Equations (12). This is follo"",ed by the calculation of %, then that of 
vx and Vy and their derivatives then again, on the basis of Equation (20), 
the (j 1) approximation of Ys. This may be repeated until the j and (j + 1) 
approximations of ys sufficiently agree. 

Blade thickness 

Blade thickness is determined by distribution qs( s). In the calculation 
described above, the effect of this is manifested in distribution qx(x) as shown 
by Equations (22) and (23). Blade thickness could be taken into account in 
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one of two different ways. According to the first method, function F(x) is 
assumed on the basis of practical experiences or specified through Equation (22) 
on the basis of assuming the b(s) qs(s) series, and then the thus obtained 
blade thickness is calculated. The other possibility is to calculate distribution 
F(x) for a specified blade thickness distribution. Since thin blades have been 
assumed, the latter case 'will be dealt with in detail. 

Fig. 4 

Assuming a blade thickness {} at the P point of singularity carrier S 
(Fig. 4) in plane ~ and, its equivalent on the A-A surface within the impeller 
(Fig. 1), a blade thickness T. In case of thin blades, the approximation 

zt 
{) rv 7;'--

2r 7C 
(25) 

is permissible, and now let us assume that {} = {}n +05 , By making use of 
the follo"\Ving approximation as expressed 'with the symbols of Fig. 4: 

s 

Wn {}n """ wsOs """ ~- J~ b(s) qs (s) ds, 
b(x) 2 

(26) 

o 

and employing expression (22), the following approximation may be written: 

where approximations 

and 

F(x) ."-' 20 WnWs 

Wn+Ws 

(27) 

(28/a) 

(28/b) 
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are permissible. Finally, applying the usual expansion, expressions 

W ,"0 V _ Yx -L I'~ (v -L qX) - 011' -L xi - x :2 I ox Y I 2 w.' S I 

[

",0 ( '8 "0 'I 0 -L ~ Yx _ v.) -L D.- 0._ Ys 
I 8x2 2 x I 8x J 8y.:2 

(29/a) 

and 

A),. [8 (' qx) 01 ~--L-v--- - ...... v-L 
2 I 8x y 2 -' S I 

(29fb) 
0"'2' ) 8 "0 J -L ( Y x -L V -L _ D _ 0 •• 

1 ~ I) I X J a 
ox- :2 8x 81':2 

may be 'written. 
If, in order to satisfy Equation (23), function qx(x) ought to be determined 

by the iteration described in the previous chapter, then there is no reason 
why the desired F(x) distribution could not be gradually approximated 
either, by making use of Equations (29), (28) and finally, (27). The qx(x) 
distribution employed would, thereby, correspond to the specified r(s) thickness 
distribution. 

According to experiences in numerical calculations gathered, iteration 
would converge in a rapid rate as illustrated by the following example. A fully 
radial flow impeIler had nqe ~ 18.1 andlpe "-' 1.37; with the blade profile 
given in polar coordinates, the maximum relative error as compared to the 
final situation was, after the first step, -0.014 radially and 0.007 angularly, 
and after the second step -0.002 radially and 0.001 angularly. At the same 
time the average relative error, that is; the sum of the relative errors of the 
counted points divided by the number of these points, was after the zeroth 
step +0.008 radially and 0.003 angularly, then after the first step 0.0014 
radially and 0.0007 angularly and, finally, after the second step 0.0009 radially 
and 0.0003 angularly. 

Determination of the blade profile 

By means of the method described in the previous chapters the physically 
feasible singularity carrier curve S can be accurately determined in plane C. 
The mapping out defined by Equations (1) makes the determination of the 
image of S-curve v,ithin the impeller possible, that is, the Sk curve as well 
as its Ts and rps coordinates, on the A-A surface (Fig. 1). Now, regarding 
coordinates Ts and rps as known, determination of the blade section profile 
points ,\'-ill be dealt v .. ith. 
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Blade thickness L is known at each point of curye S" as it was a starting 
point for the calculations. Let pressure be at side thickness Tn, and suction 

side thickness Ts. Accordingly 

T = T" Ts (30) 

and according to expression (26) 

(31) 

Fig. 5 

that is, 
T 

Ln = ------ (32) 
1 -L 

I 

and LS = 'i - 'i". 

Since thicknesses Tn and Ts must be measured as normal to curve S", 
obviously none of the rs and rps coordinates of any point pertaining to curve Sic 
would be identical to any of the coordinates of the profile point sought for but 
using the symbols of Fig. 5, they could be expressed as 

and (33/a) 

and 

and (33/b) 

On the basis of Fig. 5, if tan x < 0 and with Fig. 1 taken into consider
ation also 

that is, 

Jrn 
- tan x 

Ln sin 0 
VH-tan2x 

tanx . 
Llrs = LS -r-' --- sm r5 

11 + tan2 x 

(34/a) 

(34/b) 
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and 

(35/a) 

that IS 

(35/b) 

In each relation 

tan a (36) 

where all data are known. 
Haying the singularity carrier S in plane , determined, coordinates r 

and er can be determined for any of its points on the basis of Equations (1) 
then, by making use of Equations (36), (35), (34) and (33) coordinates TIm 

and q;kll as well as coordinates rhs and q:ks may be similarly calculated. This 
makes the blade sections on the assumed surface of revolution known. 

Velocity distribution along the blade section is calculated in the usual 
manner [4]. 

Summary 

The paper makes use of the possibilities offered by the singularity carrier auxiliary 
curve to facilitate the design of bladings for narrow radial flow impellers and guide wheels. 

Since narrow impelJcrs are being dealt with. investigations are limited to the deter
mination of the sections of blades on an axisymmetric stream surface. The thickness of the 
thin blades may be specified. and a rapidly c~m'erging relatively simple iteration method is 
described for the determination of the source distribution. 
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